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Problems with the editorial policies and practices of scientific journals lead to reeommendaeions that journals pubtish their editorial policies and peer review procedures and that audits of journals for the quatity
of the editorial process be made. An InternationalScientific Press Council is proposed.

Scientific journafs welcome new subscribers
without reservation. It is a pity that many are
far less welcoming to the other group of people on whom they depend-their authors.
In one sense, it is inevitable that joumsds do
not take pains to accommodate authors. Only
a minority of scientists can succeed in having
their work regularly published in the most respeeted and widely read journals in their field.
Many papers are rejected by one or more journals before being accepted. What I don ‘t understand, however, is why the editorial process has to be so wearying and frustrating for
scientists. All of us probably have stories to
tell about editors who took months to acknowledge the receipt of a manuscript, or who failed
to publish after agreeing to do so, or who
otherwise made things difficult for authors.
Some of us also know of cases of outright
editorial misbehavior. In one recent example,
the editor of a pharmacology journal invited
a senior clinicaf pharmacologist in the NetfrerIands to write an article on drug regulation in
his country. He did so, received an appreciative acknowledgment from the editor, and subsequently a proof of the article. Having returned the corrected proof, he heard no more.
Letters to the editor remained unanswered.
When asked, the publisher said he knew
nothing about the paper, but confirmed that it
had not been scheduled for publication, Then
the same journal published an article on the
same subject by other authors that contained
some materiaf that had been in the original article.
This is by no means an isolated example,
and it highlights a major problem in the editorial precess of scientific journals. Editors are
well defended by their position, by their editorial boards, and by their publishers. An author who has been bad]y treated stands alone.
I believe, however, that authors can take
steps to make mistreatment less likely and to

make the process of having papers published
more efficient and tolerable in general.
One obvious tactic is being more choosy
about which journals we send papers to. We
might get better treatment if we take pains to
find out which publications are showing the
most interest in our particular topics. More important, we need to learn about the quality of
the edkoriaf process at various journals. Where
is it quick and efficient, and where is it slow
and erratic? Do some editor’-and the editoriaf
process—seem intelligent, helpful, and creative, while others are dull and bureaucratically viscous?
Some of this information is easily available.
Most journals print dates of acceptance, and
many also include submission dates, thereby
disclosing how long papers have taken to pass
the editorial screen, to be revised if necessary,
and to appear in print. Unfortunately, however, these printed dates do not telf us how long
it may take for a paper to be rejected. And this
can be extremely important-especially
in a
competitive field. Other things being equal, I
myself would prefer to offer my work to a
journal that dezides promptly, even if the
chance of rejection is high. I’m sure many
other scientists feel the same way.
It would help, therefore, if more journals
were as considerate of their authors as the Annals of Internal Medicine. In a four-page document, “Information for Authors, ” this publication provides not only guidance about format, style, ciretdation, audience, and availability, but also detaiIs of manuscript processing
md evaluation. It describes its policies for
acknowledgment of receipt of papers, internal review by editors, peer review, acceptance
w rejection, time to final daision, scheduling of papers, prepublication release of information, and eomplirnentary copies. As a result,
;omeone writing for the Annals of lnremaf
kfedicine knows exactly what to expect.
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Editing would be much easier and authors far
happier if all scientific journals printed such
clear guidance.
But even if they did, there would still be
room for improvement. The title of a journal,
for example, can be misleading to authors. For
several years now, the Journal of Physiology
has published mainly papers on neurophysiology and on muscle. Perhaps few other papers
are submitted to this journal, but the editors
do not publish submission and acceptance rates
for the various subject areas within the journal’s scope. In fact, I know of no journal that
does. It would help authors, and readers too,
if editors of specialist journals were to provide
this information regularly.
Authors would benefit also from knowing
more about the referee process. Major contributionsto the editoriaJ process also come from
referees, who may help authors enormously
or who may be obtuse, obstructive, and even
offensive. In many journals, referees advise
the editor, who takes final responsibility for
accepting or rejecting an article. In others, the
editor hardly ever goes against the referees’
decisions. As the British Medical Journal’s
editor Stephen Lock points out in his book, A
Dificrd? Balance (The Nuffield Provincial
Hospitals Trust, 1985), one of the editor’s important Ilmctions is to act as ombudsman, protecting the author from unfairness by referees.
But this is easier said than done. Authors rarely
know what an editor expects from referees, nor
whether the editor ensures that they follow the
journal’s guidelines. Quite frequently, referees
themselves don’t even know what the editor
wants.
Of course, referees for most journals are unpaid; they are redly doing their journal a favor
by spading time reading and criticizing mrmuscripts. But there is a serious disadvantage to
this arrangement. Referees often do not keep
to the editor’s deadline. They have their own
priorities and may feel that, with a publication delay of a year or more, there seems no
hurry-forgetting that the author may urgently need an acceptance letter for a job or grant
application. Editors can impose no sanctions
on referees, apart from ceasing to use them.
How can authors deal with these potential
problems—ones concerning not just referees
but other aspects of the editorial process as
well? I believe that we need regular audits of
journals to show how well or badly, how effi-
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ciently or inefficiently, their editorial processes
ire working. All journals should perform at
east some simple audit annually and publish
lmforrnation on, for example, how often durng the past 12 months they have achieved their
tim of communicating decisions to authors
within a specified period of time. The information that editors present to their editorial
boards and to the business meetings of their
scientific societies should also be systematically shared with a journal’s readers-and authors.
At the moment, information of this kind,
where it does exist outside editorial offices,
is scattered or buried. A recent editorial in the
British Journal of Pharmacology (volume 94,
1988, page 277) is a striking exception. This
;eported a “remarkable and sustained in:rease” in the number of manuscripts submit:ed to the journal, discussed likely causes, and
:xplained how the editors planned to wpe with
It—by, for example, asking authors to reduce
:he length of their papers. Information of this
]ort should be made easily accessible in all
iournals, through their “Information for Authors” section, and their indexes. When occasions arise—for example, if an important
;hange in editorial policy is being considmd-it might even be discussed in a “housekeeping” section of a journal. Information
about the et%ciency and author-friendliness of
editorial processes and on how long joumrds
take over their decisions is essential when
choosing where to send papers. But we won’t
get this information unless we keep asking.
Finally, authors need a mechanism to combat actual edtorial misconduct, such as the case
of the clinical pharmacologist from the Netherlands whose paper was allegedly plagiarized
by a scientific journal. Such an aggrieved individual has nowhere to publish the story, let
alone get any redress. To provide a means of
reviewing cases of this sort, I suggest that we
set up an International Scientific Press Council, which would be comparable with the
bodies in most countries that respond to public
grievances over the conduct of the media.
Meanwhile, feel free to draw this article to
the attention of any editor or chairman of an
editorial board who you think deserves to read
it. ❑
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